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NEWS FROM Ms Vicky’s Classroom

Wow! The session has fast rolled by and it has been another productive and exciting term; you will agree that the
children have had so much fun exploring and working with our theme ‘RECYCLING’.

Everyone collectively participated in making the term worthwhile and we are proud of all our achievements so far.
We continue to refine our composure, work ethic and our ability to cooperate positively with one another.
We would like to say a big “Thank You” to our parents; the children have had so much fun and attention from you!
In Numeracy, we count and write 1-500, add and subtract numbers, multiply and divide/share, understand the
concept of estimation, can order numbers, can write 1-20 in words, better understand our fractions (whole, half,
one-third, quarter) and can fill in the missing numbers.
In Literacy, we can make sentences of our own, write short compositions, are better at reading, can define some
parts of speech (nouns and verbs) and give some examples. We can also make sentences of our own using nouns,
verbs, rhyming words and digraph words. We’ve also learnt our punctuation marks and when to use them: full
stop (.), question mark (?), comma (,), exclamation mark (!) and are getting better at starting sentences with a capital letter.
We can also read for details, retell stories and sequence stories in the correct order.
We are doing a lot of exercises to help improve our handwriting; parents please help give the children exercises on
handwriting.
Friday 5th June was ‘WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY’; we learnt how to take care of our environment and how to
keep it safe.
Friday 19th June was our Father’s Day and we had the opportunity to give our dads the cards we made for them
and to tell them how much we love them. Rudolf and Timis dads came in to talk to us about RECYCLING. Thank
you so much dads.
A day at the Genesis Deluxe Cinema on Thursday 25th of June was awesome, we saw a movie titled ‘’OOPS! Noah
is Gone’’ and we saw how flood can destroy our environment. The children kept asking when the next trip to the
cinema would be.
Our Primary Section commences in September and work is on to ensure all that is required is in place i.e
Goverment Approval, Classroom Space, Staffing, Materials, Uniform etc. We will keep you informed.

A look ahead

We would be reinforcing everything we learnt this term. Rehearsals for the graduation will continue.

reminder

•
Parent Children Conference holds between
July 1st and July 3rd.
•
Graduation ceremony:
Thursday 9th July by 10 am.
Dress code for the event:
Boys: Black trousers, Cream Shirt, Red Bow tie, Black Shoes.
Girls: Cream dresses, red accessories, black panty hose and black shoes.
•
Class party/ End of session           July 10th
“In praising and loving a child, we love and praise
Follow Us On:
not only that which is, but that which we hope for”.
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